
Irregular �bers of omplex polynomials in twovariablesArnaud BodinDeember 2001IntrodutionLet f : C n �! C be a polynomial. The bifuration set B for f is the minimal set of pointsof C suh that f : C n nf�1(B) �! C nB is a loally trivial �bration. For  2 C , we denotethe �ber f�1() by F. The �ber F is irregular if  is in B. If s =2 B, then Fs is a generi�ber and is denoted by Fgen . The tube T for the value  is a neighborhood f�1(D2"())of the �ber F, where D2"() stands for a 2-disk in C , entered at , of radius " � 1. Weassume that aÆne ritial singularities are isolated. The value  is regular at in�nity ifthere exists a ompat set K of C n suh that the restrition of f , f : T nK �! D2"() isa loally trivial �bration.Set n = 2. Let j : H1(F) �! H1(T) be the morphism indued by the inlusion of Fin T. The �rst part of this work is the study of this morphism. Let G the dual graphof F = f�1(), and �G the dual graph of a ompati�ation of the �ber F obtainedby a resolution at in�nity of f . The value  is ayli if the dual graph G and somedual graphs G;P obtained by ompati�ation have the same number of yles (see thefull de�nition later). This is a ombinatori ondition, for example if the �ber F isonneted then  is ayli if and only if H1(G) is isomorphi to H1( �G). Finally wede�ne j1 : H1(F nK) �! H1(T nK) indued by inlusion .Theorem.(A) j is injetive if and only if F is onneted and  is ayli.(B) j is surjetive if and only if j1 is surjetive and  is ayli.(C) j is an isomorphism if and only if  is a regular value at in�nity.E. Artal-Bartolo, Pi. Cassou-Nogu�es and A. Dima have proved the part (C) in [ACD℄for polynomials with a onneted �ber F. In fat we have a stronger result for the part(A) beause the rank of the kernel of j is: rkKer j = n(F)� 1 + rkH1( �G)� rkH1(G)where n(F) is the number of onneted omponents of F.We apply these results to the study of neighborhoods of irregular �bers. Set n > 2. LetF Æ be the smooth part of F: F Æ is obtained by interseting F with a large 2n-ball andutting out a small neighborhood of the (isolated) singularities. Then F Æ an be embedded1



Irregular �bers of omplex polynomials 2in Fgen . We study the following ommutative diagram that links the three elements F Æ ,Fgen , and T: Hq(F Æ ) jÆ //`
��

Hq(T)Hq(Fgen) k 99sssssssssswhere ` is the morphism indued in integral homology by the embedding; jÆ and k areindued by inlusions. The morphism k is well-known and Vq() = Ker k are vanishingyles for the value . Let h be the monodromy indued on Hq(Fgen) by a small irlearound the value . Then we prove that the image of ` are invariant yles by h:Ker(h � id) = `�Hq(F Æ )�:This formula for the ase n = 2 has been obtained by F. Mihel and C. Weber in [MW℄.Finally we give a desription of vanishing yles with respet to eigenvalues of h forhomology with omplex oeÆients. For � 6= 1 and p a large integer the harateristispae E� = Ker(h � � id)p is omposed of vanishing yles for the value . For � = 1 thesituation is di�erent. If Kq() = Vq() \ Ker(h � id) are invariant and vanishing yleswe have Kq() = `�Ker jÆ �:And for n = 2 we get the formularkK1() = r(F)� 1 + rkH1( �G):In the view of [DN℄, vanishing yles are important: the monodromy h1 : H1(Fgen) �!H1(Fgen) indues by a large irle around the set B and Broughton's deompositionH1(Fgen) =L2B V1() determine the monodromy representation �1(C nB) �! AutH1(Fgen).The former formula for rkK1() enables us to desribe where the vanishing yles are withrespet to a deomposition of the homology of the generi �ber given by the resolution ofsingularities.1 Irregular �bers and tubes1.1 Bifuration setWe an desribe the bifuration set B as follows: let Sing = �z 2 C n j gradf (z) = 0	be the set of aÆne ritial points and let Ba� = f(Sing) be the set of aÆne ritialvalues. The set Ba� is a subset of B. The value  2 C is regular at in�nity if thereexists a disk D entered at  and a ompat set K of C n with a loally trivial �brationf : f�1 (D)nK �! D. The non-regular values at in�nity are the ritial values at in�nityand are olleted in B1. The �nite set B of ritial values is now:B = Ba� [ B1:In this artile we always assume that aÆne singularities are isolated, that is to saythat Sing is an isolated set in C n . For n = 2 this hypothesis implies that the generi �beris a onneted set.



Irregular �bers of omplex polynomials 31.2 PreleminariesIn this paragraph n = 2. The inlusion of F in T indues a morphism j : H1(F) �!H1(T). We �rstly reall notations and results from [ACD℄.Let denote Fa� = F \B4R (R� 1) and F1 = F n Fa� , thus Fa� \F1 = K = f�1()\S3Ris the link at in�nity for the value . Similarly Ta� = T \B4R and T1 = T n Ta� . Wedenote j1 : H1(F1) �! H1(T1) the morphism indued by inlusion. The morphismja� : H1(Fa� ) �! H1(Ta� ) is an isomorphism. H1(Fa� \ F1) and H1(Ta� \ T1) areisomorphi.Mayer-Vietoris exat sequenes for the deompositions F = Fa� [F1 and T = Ta� [T1give the ommutative diagram (D):0 // H1(F1 \ Fa� ) g //�=
��

H1(F1)�H1(Fa� ) h //j1�ja�
��

H1(F) //j
��

00 // H1(T1 \ Ta� ) g0 // H1(T1)�H1(Ta� ) h0 // H1(T) // H0(T1 \ Ta� ):The 0 at the upper-right orner is provided by the injetivity of H0(F1\Fa� ) �! H0(F1)(F need not to be a onneted set) heneH0(F1\Fa� ) �! H0(F1)�H0(Fa� ) is injetive.1.3 Resolution of singularitiesTo ompatify the situation, for n = 2, we need resolution of singularities at in�nity [LW℄:C 2 //f
��

C P 2~f
��

�w�woo �w||yy
yy

yy
yyC // C P 1~f is the map oming from the homogenization of f ; � is the minimal blow-up of somepoints on the line at in�nity L1 of C P 2 in order to obtain a well-de�ned morphism�w : �w �! C P 1 : this the weak resolution. We denote ��1w (1) by D1, and let Ddi bethe set of omponents D of ��1w (L1) that verify �w(D) = C P 1 . Suh a D is a diritialomponent. The degree of a diritial omponent D is the degree of the branhed overing�w : D �! C P 1 . For the weak resolution the divisor ��1w () \ ��1w (L1),  2 C , is a unionof bamboos (possibly empty) (a bamboo is a divisor whose dual graph is a linear tree).The set B1 is the set of values of �w on non-empty bamboos with the set of ritial valuesof the restrition of �w to the diritial omponents.We an blow-up more points to obtain the total resolution, �t : �t �! C P 1 , suh that all�bers of �t are normal rossing divisors that interset the diritial omponents transver-sally; moreover we blow-up aÆne singularities. Then D1 = ��1t (1) is the same as aboveand for  2 B we denote D the divisor ��1t ().The dual graph �G of D is obtained as follows: one vertex for eah irreduible omponentof D and one edge between two verties for one intersetion of the orresponding om-ponents. A similar onstrution is done for D1, we know that �G1 is a tree [LW℄. Themultipliity of a omponent is the multipliity of �t on this omponent.



Irregular �bers of omplex polynomials 41.4 Study of j1See [ACD℄. Let � be the weak resolution map for f . Let denote by Di the set of pointsP in the diritial omponents, suh that �(P ) = . To eah P 2 Di is assoiated one,and only one, onneted omponent TP of T1; TP is the plae at in�nity for P . We haveT1 = `P2Di TP and we set FP = TP \ F1 = TP \ F and KP = �FP , �nally n(FP )denotes the number of onneted omponents of FP . Let �FP be the strit transform of  by�, interseted with TP . The study of j1 follows from the study of jP : H1(FP ) �! H1(TP ).Let mP be the intersetion multipliity of �FP with the divisor ��1w (L1) at P .Case of P 2 �FP . The group H1(TP ) is isomorphi to Z and is generated by [MP ℄,MP being the boundary of a small disk with transversal intersetion with the diritialomponent. Moreover if FP =`n(FP )i=1 F iP then jP ([F iP ℄) = jP ([KiP ℄) = miP [MP ℄.Case of P being in a bamboo. The group H1(TP ) is also isomorphi to Z and isgenerated by [MP ℄, MP being the boundary of a small disk, with transversal intersetionwith the last omponent of the bamboo. Then jP [F iP ℄ = jP [KiP ℄ = miP :`i[MP ℄. The integer`i only depends of the position where F iP intersets the bamboo, moreover `i > 1 and `i = 1if and only if F iP intersets the bamboo at the last omponent. For a omputation of `i,refer to [ACD℄.As a onsequene jP is injetive if and only if n(FP ) = 1 and j1 is injetive if and only ifn(FP ) = 1 for all P in Di. In fat the rank of the kernel of j1 is the sum of the ranksof the kernels of jP then rk ker j1 = XP2Di(n(FP )� 1):Finally j1 is surjetive if and only if for all P 2 Di, jP is surjetive.1.5 AyliityThe value  is ayli if the morphism  : H0(T1 \ Ta� ) �! H0(T1)�H0(Ta� ) given bythe Mayer-Vietoris exat sequene is injetive.Let give some interpretations of the ayliity ondition.1. The injetivity of  an be view as follows: two branhes at in�nity that intersetthe same plae at in�nity have to be in di�erent onneted omponents of F.2. Let G be the dual graph of F (one vertex for an irreduible omponent of F, twoverties are joined by an edge if the orresponding irreduible omponents have non-empty intersetion, if a omponent has auto-intersetion it provides a loop) and letG;P be the graph obtained from G by adding edges to verties that orrespond tothe same plae at in�nity TP . In other words  is ayli if and only if there is nonew yles in G;P , that is to say H1(G) �= H1(G;P ) for all P in Di.



Irregular �bers of omplex polynomials 53. Another interpretation is the following:  is ayli if and only if the morphism h0of the diagram (D) is surjetive. This an be proved by the exat sequene:H1(T1)�H1(Ta� ) h0�! H1(T) '�! H0(T1 \ Ta� )  �! �! H0(T1)�H0(Ta� ) �! H0(T):4. Let onsider the above Mayer-Vietoris exat sequene in redued homology, themorphism e : eH0(T1 \ Ta� ) �! eH0(T1) � eH0(Ta� ) is surjetive beause eH0(T) =f0g. Moreover e is injetive if and only if  is injetive. As e is surjetive, e isinjetive if and only if rk eH0(T1 \ Ta� ) = rk eH0(T1) + rk eH0(Ta� ), that is to say is ayli if and only ifXP2Din(FP ) � 1 = #Di � 1 + n(F)� 1: (?)This implies the lemma:Lemma 1. j1 is injetive () F is a onneted set and  is ayli.Proof. If j1 is injetive then n(FP ) = 1 for all P in Di, then H0(T1 \ Ta� ) �= H0(T1)and  is injetive, hene  is ayli and from equality (?), we have n(F) = 1 i.e. F is aonneted set. Conversely, if  is ayli and n(F) = 1 then equality (?) gives n(FP ) = 1for all P in Di, thus j1 is injetive.Let us de�ne a stronger notion of ayliity. Let �G be the dual graph of ��1(). The graph�G an be obtained from G by adding edges between verties that belong to the sameplae at in�nity for all P in Di. The value  is strongly ayli if H1( �G) �= H1(G).Strong ayliity implies ayliity, but the onverse an be false. However if F is aonneted set (that is to say G is a onneted graph) then both onditions are equivalent.This is impliitly expressed in the next lemma, whih is just a result involving graphs.Lemma 2. rkH1( �G)� rkH1(G) = XP2Di �n(FP )� 1� � �n(F)� 1�:1.6 SurjetivityPart (B). j surjetive () j1 surjetive and  ayli.Proof. Let us suppose that j is surjetive then a version of the �ve lemma applied todiagram (D) proves that j1 is surjetive. As j and j1 are surjetive, diagram (D)implies that h0 : H1(T1)�H1(Ta� ) �! H1(T) is surjetive, that means that  is ayli.Conversely if j1 is surjetive and  is ayli then h0 is surjetive and diagram (D) impliesthat j is surjetive.



Irregular �bers of omplex polynomials 61.7 InjetivityPart (A). j is injetive () F is a onneted set and  is ayli.It follows from lemma 1 and from the next lemma.Lemma 3. j injetive () j1 injetive.Moreover the rank of the kernel is:rk ker j = rk ker j1 = XP2Di �n(FP )� 1�= n(F)� 1 + rkH1( �G)� rkH1(G):Proof. The �rst part of this lemma an be proved by a version of the �ve lemma. Howeverwe shall only prove the equality of the ranks of ker j and ker j1. It will imply the lemmabeause we already know that rk ker j1 = PP2Di �n(FP ) � 1� and from lemma 2 wethen have rk ker j1 = n(F)� 1 + rkH1( �G)� rkH1(G).The study of the morphism j : H1(F) �! H1(T) is equivalent to the study of themorphism H1(Ta� ) �! H1(T) indued by inlusion that, by abuse, will also be denotedby j. To see this, it suÆes to remark that F is obtained from Fa� = F \B4R by gluingF \ S3R � [0;+1[ to its boundary F \ S3R. Then the morphism H1(Fa� ) �! H1(F)indued by inlusion is an isomorphism; �nally ja� : H1(Fa� ) �! H1(Ta� ) is also anisomorphism. The long exat sequene for the pair (T; Ta� ) is:H2(T) �! H2(T; Ta� ) �! H1(Ta� ) j�! H1(T)but H2(T) = 0 (see [ACD℄ for example) then the rank of ker j is the rank of H2(T; Ta� ).On the other hand, the study of j1 : H1(F1) �! H1(T1) is the same as the study ofH1(�T1) �! H1(T1) indued by inlusion (and denoted by j1) beause the morphismsH1(�F1) �! H1(F1) and H1(�F1) �! H1(�T1) indued by inlusions are isomor-phisms. The long exat sequene for (T1; �T1) is:H2(T1) �! H2(T1; �T1) �! H1(�T1) j1�! H1(T1):As H2(T1) = 0 (see [ACD℄), then the rank of ker j1 is the same as H2(T1; �T1).Finally the groups H2(T1; �T1) and H2(T; Ta� ) are isomorphi by exision, and then theranks of ker j and of ker j1 are equal. That ompletes the proof.1.8 BijetivityPart (C). j is an isomorphism ()  =2 B1Proof. If  =2 B1, then the isomorphism ja� : H1(Fa� ) �! H1(Ta� ) implies that j isan isomorphism. Let suppose that  is a ritial value at in�nity and that j is injetive.We have to prove that j is not surjetive. As j is injetive then by lemma 3, j1 isinjetive. By the part (B) it suÆes to prove that j1 is not surjetive. Let P be a pointof Di that provides irregularity at in�nity for the value , then n(FP ) = 1 beause j1 isinjetive. Let us prove that the morphism jP is not surjetive. For the ase of P 2 �FP , the



Irregular �bers of omplex polynomials 7intersetion multipliity mP is greater than 1, then jP is not surjetive. For the seondase, in whih P belongs to a bamboo, then mP :`i > 1 exept for the situation whereonly one strit transform intersets the bamboo at the last omponent. This is exatlythe situation exluded by the lemma \bamboo extremity �ber" of [MW℄. Hene j1 is notsurjetive and j is not an isomorphism.1.9 ExamplesWe apply the results to two lassial examples.Broughton polynomial. Let f(x; y) = x(xy+1), then Ba� = ?, B = B1 = f0g. Thenfor  6= 0, j is an isomorphism. The value 0 is ayli sine H1(G0) �= H1( �G0). The �berF0 is not onneted hene j0 is not injetive. As the new omponent of �G0 is of multipliity1 the orresponding morphism j1 is surjetive, hene j0 is surjetive.s s s ss��� AAAG0 �G0 +1
Brian�on polynomial. Let f(x; y) = yp3 + p2s + a1ps + a0s with s = xy + 1; p =x(xy + 1) + 1; a1 = �53 ; a0 = �13 : The bifuration set is B = B1 = f0;  = �169 g,moreover all �bers are smooth and irreduible. The value 0 is not ayli then j0 is neitherinjetive nor surjetive (but j1 is surjetive).s ssG0 �G0 +1The value  is ayli, and F is onneted (sine irreduible) then j is injetive. Themorphism j is not surjetive: j1 is not surjetive beause the ompati�ation of F doesnot interset the bamboo at the last omponent.s sss sG �G +6 +3+2
2 Situation around an irregular �berFor f : C n �! C we study the neighborood of an irregular �ber.2.1 Smooth part of FLet �x a value  2 C and let B2nR be a large losed ball (R � 1). Let B2n1 ; : : : ; B2np besmall open balls around the singular points (whih are supposed to be isolated) of F :



Irregular �bers of omplex polynomials 8F \ Sing. We denote B2n1 [ : : : [B2np by B[. Then the smooth part of F isF Æ = F \B2nR n B[:It is possible to embed F Æ in the generi �ber Fgen (see [MW℄ and [NN℄). We now explainthe onstrution of this embedding by W. Neumann and P. Norbury. As F has transversalintersetion with the balls of B[ and with B2nR , then there exists a small disk D2"() suhthat for all s in this disk, Fs has transversal intersetion with these balls. Aording toEhresmann �bration theorem, f indues a loally trivial �brationfj : f�1�D2"()� \B2nR n B[ �! D2"():In fat, as D2"() is null homotopi, this �bration is trivial. Hene F Æ �D2"() is di�eomor-phi to f�1(D2"())\B2nR nB[. That provides an embedding of F Æ in Fs for all s in D2"();and for suh a s with s 6= , Fs is a generi �ber. The morphism indued in homologyby this embedding is denoted by `. Let jÆ be the morphism indued by the inlusion ofF Æ in T = f�1(D2"()). Similarly k denotes the morphism indued by the inlusion ofthe generi �ber Fgen = Fs (for s 2 D2"(), s 6= ) in T. As all morphisms are indued bynatural maps we have the lemma:Lemma 4. The following diagram ommutes:Hq(F Æ ) jÆ //`
��

Hq(T)Hq(Fgen) k 99ssssssssss

:
2.2 Invariant yles by hInvariant yles by the monodromy h an be reovered by the following property.Proposition 5. Ker �h � id � = `�Hq(F Æ )�:For n = 2, there is a similar formula in [MW℄, even for non-isolated singularities.Proof. The proof uses a ommutative diagram due to W. Neumann and P. Norbury [NN℄:Hq(Fgen ; F Æ ) � // Vq()i �

��Hq(Fgen)' OO id�h // Hq(Fgen )The morphism i is the inlusion and  is an isomorphism, so Ker(h � id) equals Ker'.The long exat sequene for the pair (Fgen ; F Æ ) is:� � � �! Hq(F Æ ) `�! Hq(Fgen ) '�! Hq(Fgen ; F Æ ) �! � � �So Im ` = Ker' = Ker(h � id).



Irregular �bers of omplex polynomials 9We are able to appliate this result to the alulus of the rank of Ker(h � id) for n = 2.Let denote the number of irreduible omponents in F by r(F), and let Sing be Sing\F:the aÆne singularities on F. Then H2(Fgen ; F Æ ) has rank the ardinal of Sing whih isalso the rank of Ker `. Moreover rkH1(F Æ ) = r(F)� �(F) + #Sing.rkKer �h � id � = rk Im `= rkH1(F Æ )� rkKer `= r(F)� �(F) + #Sing�#Sing= r(F)� �(F):Remark. We obtain the following fat (see [MW℄): if the �ber F ( 2 B) is irreduiblethen h 6= id. The proof is as follows: if r(F) = 1 and h = id then from one handrkKer(h � id) = rkH1(Fgen) = 1 � �(Fgen) and from the other hand rkKer(h � id) =1� �(F); thus �(F) = �(Fgen) whih is absurd for  in B by Suzuki formula.2.3 Vanishing ylesNow and until the end of this paper homology is homology with omplex oeÆients.Vanishing yles for eigenvalues � 6= 1. Let E� be the spae E� = Ker(h � � id)pfor a large integer p.Lemma 6. If � 6= 1 then E� � Vq():Proof. If � 2 Hq(Fgen) then h(�)�� 2 Vq(): This is just the fat that the yle h(�)��orresponds to the boundary of a \tube" de�ned by the ation of the geometrial mon-odromy. We remark this fat an be generalized for j > 1 tohj(�)� � 2 Vq():Let p be an integer that de�nes E�, then for � 2 E�:0 = (h � � id)p(�) = pXj=0�pj�(��)p�jhj(�)= pXj=0�pj�(��)p�j�hj(�)� ��+ pXj=0�pj�(��)p�j�= pXj=0�pj�(��)p�j�hj(�)� ��+ (1� �)p�:Eah hj(�)�� is in Vq(), and a sum of suh elements is also in Vq(), then (1��)p� 2 Vq().As � 6= 1, then � 2 Vq().



Irregular �bers of omplex polynomials 10Vanishing yles for the eigenvalue � = 1. We study what happens for yles as-soiated to the eigenvalue 1. Let reall that vanishing yles Vq() = Ker k for the value, are yles that \disappear" when the generi �ber tends to the �ber F. Hene ylesthat will not vanish are yles that already exist in F. From the former paragraph theseyles are assoiated to the eigenvalue 1.Let (�1; : : : ; �p) be a family of Hq(Fgen) suh that the matrix of h in this family is:0BBBBBB�1 1 (0)1 11 . . .(0) . . . 11
1CCCCCCA :Then, the yles �1; : : : ; �p�1 are vanishing yles. It is a simple onsequene of the fatthat h(�) � � 2 Vq(), beause for i = 1; : : : ; p � 1, we have h(�i+1) � �i+1 = �i, andthen �i is a vanishing yle. It remains the study of the yle �p and the partiular aseof Jordan bloks (1) of size 1� 1. We will start with the seond part.Vanishing and invariant yles. Let Kq() be invariant and vanishing yles for thevalue : Kq() = Ker(h � id) \ Vq(). Let us remark that the spae Kq()�L0 6= Vq(0)is not equal to Ker(h � id). But equality holds in ohomology.Lemma 7. Kq() = `(Ker jÆ ):This lemma just follows from the desription of invariant yles (proposition 5) and fromthe diagram of lemma 4. For n = 2 we an alulate the dimension of K1().Proposition 8. For n = 2, rkK1() = r(F)� 1 + rkH1( �G):Proof. The proof will be lear after the following remarks:1. K1() = `(Ker jÆ ), by lemma 7.2. jÆ = j Æ i with i : H1(F Æ ) �! H1(F) the morphism indued by inlusion. It isonsequene of the ommutative diagram:H1(F) j

%%KKKKKKKKKH1(F Æ )i OO jÆ // H1(T)3. rkKer jÆ = rkKer i+rkKer j\ Im i, whih is general formula for the kernel of theomposition of morphisms.4. Ker j \ Im i = Ker j, beause yles of H1(F) that do not belong to Im i areyles orresponding to H1(G), so they already exist in F and are not vanishingyles.5. rkKer i =Pz2Sing r(F;z), where F;z denotes the germ of the urve F at z.



Irregular �bers of omplex polynomials 116. rkKer j = rkKer j1 = PP2Di(n(FP ) � 1) = n(F) + rkH1( �G) � rk(G), it hasbeen proved in lemma 3.7. r(F) + rkH1(G) = n(F) +Pz2Sing(r(F;z) � 1). This a general formula for thegraph G, the number of verties of G is r(F), the number of onneted omponentsis n(F), the number of loops is rkH1(G) and the number of edges for a vertex thatorrespond to an irreduible omponent Firr of F is: Pz2Firr (r(Firr ;z)� 1).8. rkK1() = rkKer jÆ �#Sing beause Ker i is a subspae of Ker ` so rkK1() =rkKer jÆ � rkKer ` and the dimension of Ker ` is #Sing (see paragraph 2.2).We omplete the proof:rkK1() = rk `(Ker jÆ ) (1)= rkKer jÆ � rkKer ` (8)= rkKer j Æ i �#Sing (2) and (8)= rkKer i + rkKer j \ Im i �#Sing (3)= rkKer i �#Sing+rkKer j (4)= Xz2Sing �r(F;z)� 1�+ n(F) + rkH1( �G)� rk(G) (5) and (6)= r(F)� 1 + rkH1( �G): (7)Filtration. Let � be the map provided by the total resolution of f . The divisor ��1()is denoted by D = PimiDi where mi stands for the multipliity of Di. We assoiateto Di a part of the generi �ber denoted by Fi. We briey reall this onstrution (see[MW℄), let V = ��1(D2"()) be a tubular neighborhood of D, we will identify the generi�ber Fgen with ��1(s) n ��1(L1) for a generi value s 2 �D2"(), � is the blow-up. Thereis a natural deformation retration R : V �! D, and we set Fi = R�1(Di) \ Fgen . The�ltration of the homology of the generi �ber is the sequene of inlusions:W�1 �W0 �W1 �W2 = H1(Fgen):with� W�1: the boundary yles, that is to say, if �Fgen is the ompati�ation of Fgen and�� : H1(Fgen) �! H1( �Fgen ) is indued by inlusion then W�1 = Ker ��.� W0: these are gluing yles: the homology group on the omponents of Fi \ Fj(i 6= j).� W1: the diret sum of the H1(Fi).� W2 = H1(Fgen).The subspaes W0 and W1 depend on the value .



Irregular �bers of omplex polynomials 12Jordan bloks for n = 2. For polynomials in two variables, the size of Jordan bloksfor the monodromy h is less or equal to 2. Let denote by � and � yles of H1(Fgen)suh that h(�) = � and h(�) = � + � . The matrix of h for the family (�; �) is ( 1 10 1 ). Wealready know that the yle � vanishes.A large yle is a yle ofW2 = H1(Fgen) that has a non-trivial lass inW2=W1. Aordingto [MW℄ � is large yle; moreover large yles assoiated to the eigenvalue 1 are theembedding of H1( �G) in H1(Fgen). So large yles are not vanishing yles. The numberof lasses of large yles inW2=W1 is rkH1( �G), this is also the number of Jordan 2-bloksfor the eigenvalue 1.Vanishing yles. We are now able to desribe vanishing yles. For all the spaesW�1, W0=W�1, W1=W0 and W2=W1 the yles assoiated to eigenvalues di�erent from 1are vanishing yles.Proposition 9. Vanishing yles for the eigenvalue 1 are dispath as follows:� for W�1: r(F)� 1 yles,� for W0: rkH1( �G) other yles,� W1, W2: no other yle.Proof. We have already remark that large yles assoiated to ( 1 10 1 ) are not vanishingyles, so vanishing yles in W2 are in W1. Moreover there is rkH1( �G) Jordan 2-bloksfor the eigenvalue 1 that provide rkH1( �G) vanishing yles (like �) in W0. The othervanishing yles for the eigenvalue 1 are invariant yles by h, in other words they belongto K1(). We have W1 \K1() =W0 \K1() beause invariant yles for W1 that are notin W0 orrespond to the genus of the smooth part F Æ of F (this is due to the equalityKer(h� id) = `(H1(F Æ ))). As they already appear in F, theses yles are not vanishingyles for the value . Finally, if we have two distint yles � and �0 in W0 \ K1(),with the same lass in W0=W�1, then �0 = � + �, � 2 W�1; this implies that � = �0 � �is a vanishing yle of K1(). We an hoose the r(F) � 1 remaining yles of K1() inW�1.Referenes[ACD℄ E. Artal-Bartolo, P. Cassou-Nogu�es and A. Dima, Sur la topologie des polynômes om-plexes, Singularities (Oberwolfah, 1996), Progr. Math., 162, Birkh�auser, Basel, 317-343, 1998.[DN℄ A. Dima and A. N�emethi, On the monodromy of omplex polynomials, Duke Math. J., 108,199-209, 2001.[LW℄ Lê D.T. and C. Weber, A geometrial approah to the Jaobian onjeture for n = 2, KodaiMath. J., 17, 374-381, 1994.[MW℄ F. Mihel and C. Weber, On the monodromies of a polynomial map from C 2 to C , to appearin Topology.[NN℄ W. Neumann and P. Norbury, Unfolding polynomial maps at in�nity,Math. Ann., 318, 149-180,2000.Arnaud BodinCentre de Reera Matem�atia, Apartat 50, 08193 Bellatera, Spainabodin�rm.es


